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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a l-dim commutative reduced noetherian ring R so that the integral 
closure of R in its total quotient ring is a finitely generated R-module, and let 
A = R[X, ,..., X,] be the polynomial ring of 1z variables over R. 
Problem. Is every projective A-module isomorphic to a direct sum of a free 
module and a projective of rank one? 
When R = K[X,,], for K any field, this problem is reduced to Serre’s famous 
conjecture [14, p. 2431. D. Quillen and A. A. Suslin proved independently this 
long-standing conjecture in the Spring of 1976, [13] and [ 161; without their 
efforts the present problem which is a generalized form of Serre’s conjecture 
could hardly be proposed. 
C. S. Seshadri solved this problem when 1z = 1 or 2 and R is a Dedekind 
domain [15], while M. P. Murthy solved this problem completely when n = 1 
[12]. S. Endo solved this problem when n = 1 or 2 and R is semi-local [6]. 
Our solution is that the result is true either when the rank of the projective 
module is not equal to two or when + is in R. We don’t know whether this result 
is true if 4 is not in R and the rank of the projective module is equal to two. 
Murthy and Endo’s results, [ 121 and [6], d o not require that + be in R. In fact, 
their method is a generalization of Seshadri’s argument. However we solved 
this problem in a quite different approach, using the Serre-Quillen-Suslin 
Theorem and Milnor’s Theorem of fibre products. S. Endo also proved this 
problem when R is semi-local and A = R[X, Y, Y-l] [6]. So a natural question 
arises: Is the result still true when A = R[X, ,..., X, , Yl , Y-l ,..., Y,Y-‘I? We 
know of no previous solution in this direction. 
This paper is organized in nine sections. Section 2 deals with an “exchange” 
property of projective modules of rank one, namely, if /i and Ja are projective 
A-modules of rank one, then Ji @ Js N (I1 @ Jz) @ A, under some mild 
conditions. Section 3 is an easy case of our problem, i.e., the semi-normal case. 
Section 4 and Section 5 are the crucial parts of this paper, the former dealing 
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with the case when the rank of the projective module is not two, the latter dealing 
with the case when Q is in R. Our main result is stated in Section 6. Section 7 
tries to remedy the situation when the rank is two and 4 is not in R. 
Bass proved any projective module P over a connected noetherian ring is free, 
if P is not finitely generated [2, Theorem 4.31. Hence in this paper we are 
interested only in finitely generated projective modules. Furthermore, in this 
paper, without loss of generality, we assume every projective module is of constant 
rank. 
In this paper we shall adopt the following conventions unless otherwise 
specified. All rings are commutative rings with an identity, P is a finitely gener- 
ated projective A-module of rank r, ArP is the determinant of P, Q = BP @ 
A’-‘. The normalization R of a commutative ring R is defined to be the integral 
closure of Rred in its total quotient ring, where Rred is the reduced ring of R. R 
is said to be of finite normalization if R is a finitely generated module over Rred , 
hence also over R. 
We shall follow the standard notations of commutative algebras and algebraic 
K-theory. For example, Spec(A) is the set of all prime ideals in A endowed with 
Zariski topology. Ass(l) is the set of all associated prime ideals of an ideal I. 
U(A) is the group of units in A, Pit(A) is the Picard group of A. The reader can 
find the definition of K,,(A), K,(A), SL,(A), E,(A), SL(A), and E(A) in [3] 
or [18]. 
In formulating our main problem, we assume that R is of finite normalization. 
Note that this condition is not very restrictive since it is satisfied by any of the 
following four classes of commutative rings: (1) the coordinate rings of irreducible 
affine curves over any field [21, Chapter V, Theorem 91, (2) the coordinate 
rings of affine curves over an algebraically closed field, (3) orders of Dedekind 
domains, (4) group algebras of finite abelian groups over the ring of integers. 
2. THE EXCHANGE PROPERTY OF PROJECTIVE MODULES OF RANK ONE 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a reduced noetherian ring so that Spec(R) is connected. 
Let A = R[X, ,..., X,] be the polynomial ring in n variables over R, or R[X, ,..., 
x, I Yl > y<l,..., Y, , Y&l] the Laurent polynomial ring over R. If P is a projective 
A-module of rank one, then there exists an ideal J in A and prime ideals of height 
one % ,..., Is, in R so that P E J, J is unmixed of height one, J IT R doesn’t 
consist of zero-divisors and Ass(J) = {‘!&A,..., ‘$A}. ’ 
Proof. Since R is reduced, the zero ideal in R is unmixed. Now dim R = 1 
and the zero ideal in R is unmixed, hence R is Cohen-Macaulay. Thus A is also 
a Cohen-Macaulay ring [lo, Theorem 311. 
Since A is reduced noetherian with connected prime spectrum, a projective 
module of rank one is isomorphic to an invertible ideal. Hence P is isomorphic 
to J,, for some invertible ideal Jo in A. 
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Let Z(R) be the set of all zero-divisors in R. Suppose J,, n R C Z(R). Let 
S = R\,?‘(R). Then dim S-lR = 0, hence Pic(S-IA) = 0. This implies S-1Js 
is a principal ideal. Let S-lJ,, = f * WA, we can assume f E A. Then there is 
an s E S so that s],, C fA. Let J = sf-‘J,, . Then J C A, S-lJ = WA. Hence 
S n J # 0, i.e., J n R $? Z(R). Clearly P is isomorphic to J. 
J, being projective of rank one, is locally principal. A is a Cohen-Macaulay 
ring, hence J is unmixed of height one. 
Let Q be any associated prime of J and ‘$3 = Q n R. Then ‘$3 C J n R, 
J n R Q Z(R), dim(R) = 1, hence ht(‘$) = 1. Now J is unmixed of height one, 
hence ht(Q) = 1 also. It follows Q = ‘$A by [9, Theorem 1491. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a reduced twetherian ring so that Spec(A) is connected. 
Let J1 and Jz be projective ideals in A. Suppose Pic(A/ J1) = 0 or Pic(A/ Jz) = 0. 
Then J1 @ Jz is isomorphic to J1 Jz @ A. 
Proof. Suppose Pic(A/ J1) = 0. Then Jz/ J1 Jz N Jz @ A/ J1 is a projective 
A/ J,-module of rank one, hence free. Let 6 be an isomorphism from Jz/ J1 Jz onto 
A/ J1 . Since Jz is projective, we can find a map + from Jz into A so that the 
following diagram commutes, 
where r1 and P, are the natural projections. 
Since Hom,( Ja , A) is naturally isomorphic to J;‘, we can find an element 
T,, E J;’ so that the effect of 9 is just multiplication by r, . 
Now find an Y E Jz so that t!%,(r) is the identity element in A/ J1 . Then 
r,,r + J1 = A. 
Let @ be the map from J1 @ Jz into A which sends every element (a, J3) in 
J1 @ Jz into 01 + r,,J3. Then @ is surjective by the above argument. A is free, 
hence @ splits. We get J1 @ Jz N Jo @ A. Taking determinants of J1 @ Jz 
and J,, 0 A, we find Jo N J1 _Tz . Hence J1 @ Jz N J1 Jz @ A. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Every non-zero ideal in a Dedekind domain can be generated 
by two elements. 
Proof. Let I be any non-zero ideal in the Dedekind domain A. Then 
dim(A/I) = 0, hence Pic(A/I) = 0. By L emma 2.2. I @ 1-l N AZ. Therefore 
I can be generated by two elements. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let the notations R and A be the same as those in Lemma 2.1. 
Let J1 and Jz beprojective A-modules of rank one. Then J1 @ Ja N ( J1 @ Jz) @ A. 
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Remark. We can assume J1 and Jz are ideals in A by Lemma 2.1, and then 
by the injection J1 @ Jz ---, A @ J2 = Jz we can identify J, @ Jz with J1 Jz . 
Proof. It suffices to show Pic(A/ J1) = 0. By Lemma 2.1, let the set of 
associated primes of J1 be {$!,A,..., p8A}. Then ( J1)1’3, the radical of J1 , is just 
(‘pi n ... n !@,)A. Now Pic(A/ J1) E Pic(A/(J,)li2) N @I=, Pic(A/t&A) = 0 
since A/!&A is either R/$[X, ,..., X,] or R/‘$[X, ,..., X, , Yl , Y;l,..., 
Y, , Y;‘] and R/‘$, is a field. Now apply Lemma 2.2. 
3. THE SEMI-NORMAL CASE 
In this section, let R be a noetherian ring of Krull dimension one. Let R be the 
integral closure of R, (see the definition of the integral closure in Section l), 
A = R[X, ,..., X,] or R[X, ,..., X, , Yl , Y;l,..., Y, , Y;l], 2 = a[X, ,..., X,] 
or RIXl ,..., X, , Yr , Y;‘,..., Y, , Y;‘], C = (a E R 1 aR C R} the conductor 
ideal of R in R. By abusing the notation, we denote C also for CR, CA or Cd 
Assume R is of finite normalization. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose Pit(R) = Pit(A). Then P ‘v Q. 
Proof. Since Pit(R) = Pit(A), every projective A-module of rank one is 
extended from R. Hence Q is also extended from R. P and Q are stably isomor- 
phic by [3, (10.4) Theorem] and [4, Lemma 3.41. From [16, Theorem 21 or 
[19, Theorem 1 .l], P and Q are in fact isomorphic. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose C is a radicaE ideal in R. Then Pit(R) = Pit(A) 
und P =Q. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume R is reduced. From Lemma 
3.1, it suffices to show Pit(R) = Pit(A). 
In the following diagram of Mayer-Vietoris sequences [ 11, Theorem 3.31 
U(iqC) - Pit(R) A Pi,(R) @ Pic(R/C) -----+ Pic(R/C) 
1 *1 1 *2 1 *3 1 
U(A/C) -- Pit(A) ---$’ ---+ Pit(A) @ Pic(A/C) ------+ Pic(A/C) 
each vertical map is injective since R, R, R/C, a/C are retracts of A, A, A/C, 
A/C respectively, and JI, is an isomorphism by [4, Lemma 3.41. Also Pic(R/C) = 
Pic(R/C) = Pic(A/C) = Pic(A/C) = 0, hence +i and +a are surjective. - - 
Since C is a radical ideal in R, R/C is a reduced ring. Thus R/C and A/C have 
the same units. Therefore $i is an isomorphism. 
By diagram chasing, it is easy to see & is an isomorphism. 
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Remark. Thanks to Edward D. Davis who pointed out to me the fact that 
in case R is reduced, C is a radical ideals is equivalent to Pit(R) = Pic(R[a), 
and is equivalent to the notion of semi-normality defined by C. Traverso [20]. 
In geometric situations, a singular point on an algebraic curve over an algebraic- 
ally closed field is semi-normal if and only if it is an ordinary singularity. Davis’ 
paper [5] gives a nice interpretation of semi-normality. 
4. THE CASE WHEN RANK P 2 3 
A ----+A, 
1 1 n1 
A2. - A0 nz 
is a fibre-product of commutative rings so that either rI or =a is an epimorphism. 
Let P = (P, , $, PJ and Q = (P, , #, Pz) be projective A-modules of the same 
rank r; the notations are the same as those used in [ll, Theorem 2.21. We can 
define det(+$), the determinant of #-l+, as Goldman did in [7]. Then we have 
the following lemma, namely, 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose ArP N ArQ. Then det(#-‘#) E U(A,) - U(A,). 
Proof. Find a projective AI-module PI , a projective AZ-module pz so that 
PI @ PI N A;l, Pz @ pa N A:2 for some integers n, and 7~~ . Let Qr = 
PI @ A;z, Qa = pa @ A3. Then Q1 @ A, ‘v (PI @+ A,,) @A,“% z (PI oAl A,) @ 
(Pz 63~~ $1 0 (& CL2 4 = (6 O/al A,) 0 (PI OAl A,) 0 (& @A2 A,) ‘v 
4 0 (f’s @a, A,) - Qe @AZ So 7 and denote this rsomorphism by 8, i.e., 
there is an A-module Q,, , Q,, = (Q1 ,0, QJ. 
Also, PI @ Q1 E PI @ PI 0 A;“2 N A;I+~z, Pz @ Qz = Pz @ & @ A,“1 N 
A,“1+“2. Thus we can regard 4 @ tI E GL,l+,e(Ao), and # @ 0 E GL,1+,2(A,), by 
fixing isomorphisms (PI 0 Q1) BA1 A, E A,“l+“z and (Pz @ Q2) BAZ A, N 
A$+% Note det(#-10) = det{($ @ @)-I($ @ 0)} is independent of the chosen 
isomorphisms. 
Now consider the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
Then d(+ @ 0) = [P @ QO] - [Anl+nz], d(($ @ 0)-l) = [Anl+nz] - [Q @Q,,], 
,I.~([P @ QO] - [Anl+n2]) = (/VP) @ (LW+~~-~QJ, q([Q @ Q,] - [Anl+%z]) = 
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(A’Q) @ (Anl+~~+Qo). Now A’P = ArQ. Hence e,rr(($ @ S)-r(+ @ 0)) = ~a 
44 0 vl * ($ 0 q) = 0, i.e., n,((# @ f3)-l($ @ 8)) E Ker(e,) = Im(e,) = 
U(A,) . U(A,). However, by definition, n,((# @ .9)-r(+ @ 0)) = det((# @ 0)-r 
(4 0 0)) = det(#-‘4). Hence the result. 
THEOREM 4.2. The notations are the same as those in Lemma 4.1. Assume 
Pic(A,) = 0, and every element of SL,(A,) can be lifted to an element of Aut(P,). 
Suppose both PI and Pz are direct sums of projective modules of rank one. Then 
P N Q. 
Proof. Since ArP E ArQ, det($-lb) = uluz where ul E U(A,), u2 E U(A,). 
Let diag{u, , l,..., 1) be the automorphism on PI = I1 @ PI which multiplies 
I, by u1 , and leaves Pl fixed where I1 is a projective module of rank one. Similarly 
for diag{u, , l,..., I}. Then (diag{u, , l,..., l} . diag{u, , l,..., l})-r * (+-l$) E 
SL,(A,). Find e1 E Aut(P,), so that (diag{u, , l,..., l} . diag{u, , l,..., l})-r . 
#-l .$ = 8r oq, id,, . Now (PI, $, PJ N (PI , # * diag{u, , l,..., l} . diag{u, , 1, 
. . . . 1) . e1 maI rdA0 , Ps) since diag{u, , l,..., l} is just an automorphism in Pz , 
and diag{u, , l,..., l} . 0, is just an automorphism of PI . However, I,!I * diag{u, , 
* diag{u, , 1 ,..., 1) . e1 @A idA = o by our construction. Hence 
2;;;‘: z PJ A (Pl , +, PJ, i.e., P E’Q. ’ 
THEOREM 4.3. Let R be a noetherian ring, R the integral closure of R, C the 
conductor ideal of R in R. Assume R/C is an artinian ring and R = S, S[ YI ,. . . , Y,] 
or S[Y, ,..., y?l , 4 , z;-L, Z,,, , Z,$j where S is a l-dim integrally closed ring. 
Then every projective R-module is isomorphic to a direct sum of a free module and a 
projective module of rank one. 
Proof. Let P be any finitely generated projective module of rank r, and Q = 
Q = A’P @ Rr-l. We shall prove P N Q. Again we can assume R is reduced. 





R/C ------+ WC, 
we must check three facts, (1) every projective R/C-module is free, (2) every 
element in SLr(R/C) can be lifted to an automorphism of Q 6& i?, (3) P OR R N 
Q@,R,P@,R/CNQ@,R/C. 
(1) is trivial because dim R/C = 0. (3) follows from [13, Theorem 4’1 or 
[16, Theorem 31. For (2), we note R/C is artinian, thus S&@/C) = E,.(a/C). 
Now ?T is surjective, Q 8s R is a direct sum of projective R-modules of rank one, 
hence every element in SL,(R/C) can be lifted. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let R be a noetherian ring, i? the integral closure of R, A = 
R[& ,..., X,], C the conductor ideal of R in R. Assume R = S, S[ YI ,..., Ym] or 
SW1 ,*a-, ym , Zl , ZT1,*.., Z, , Z;‘] where S is a l-dim integrally closed ring, and 
assume R/C is artinian. Then every projective A-module of rank no less than three 
is isomorphic to a direct sum of a free module and a projective module of ranh one. 
Proof. The proof is a almost the same as that of Theorem 4.3, except that 
we will lift an element of SL,(A/C) w h en r > 3. However, the lifting problem 
is solved by Suslin [17]. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose A = R[X, ,..., X,J where R is a l-dim commutative 
noetherian ring of fkite normalization. Let P be any projective A-module with 
rank r > 3. Then P N ArP @ AT-l. 
Proof. Let C be the conductor of R in its integral closure. Since the integral 
closure of R is an R-module of finite type, C g Z(R). Hence R/C is artinian. 
Now apply Theorem 4.4, we obtain our corollary. 
We shall give three examples to illustrate our results in this section. 
EXAMPLE 1. When R is the coordinate ring of an affine curve over an. 
algebraically closed field, C the conductor ideal, R the integral closure of R, 
Assume R/C is local, then every projective module over A = R[X, ,..., X, , 
Yl , Y;-l,..., Y, ) Y;l] is isomorphic to a direct sum of a free module and a 
projective module of rank one. 
To apply Theorem 4.2, we should solve the lifting problem. However, in this 
situation there is an inclusion from (R/C)red into 8, thus the lifting problem is 
trivial. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let R = K[IY2, X3, Y2, Y3], K a field. Then the integral 
closure R of R is K[X, Y], and the conductor ideal C is (X2, x3, Y2, Y3). Hence 
R/C is artinian. Now by Theorem 4.3, every projective module over R is isomor- 
phic to a direct sum of a free module and a projective module of rank one. 
EXAMPLE 3. D. Anderson proved, if K is an algebraically closed field, R 
an afhne subring of K[X, Y] which is integral over R and the singular locus 
of R is finite, then every projective R-module is isomorphic to a direct sum of a 
free module and a projective module of rank one [I]. 
By our Theorem 4.3, we obtain a similar result, namely, if R is an afline subring 
of K[X, Y], K any field, so that K[X, Y] is the integral closure of R and the 
singular locus of R is finite, then every projective R-module is isomorphic to a 
direct sum of a free module and a projective module of rank one. 
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5. PROJECTIVE MODULES OF RANK Two 
In this section, let R be a l-dim noetherian ring, R be the integral closure of R, 
A = R[X, ,..., X,], A = R[X, ,..., X,], C be the conductor ideal of R in R. 
Assume R is of finite normalization. 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume Pit(A) = Pit(R) + Y Pit(A) where Y is an integer Y > 2. 
Then every finitely generated projective A-module of rank Y is isomorphic to a 
direct sum of a free module and a projective module of rank one. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume R is reduced. Let P be any 
projective A-module of rank Y, let I = /VP. 
By assumption, find I, E Pit(R), J E Pit(A) so that I = I,$. Since P and 
I @ AT-’ are stably isomorphic, then for some s, P @ A* E Z @ A’-l @ A8 E 
I,$ @ AT-l @ A” ‘V Is] @ J @ ... @ J @ As by Lemma 2.4. Tensor with 
J-l, we get (P @ I--‘) @ PO Y I,, @ A’-l @ PO where p, = J-l @ As. 
Find PI so that PO @ PI N At for some t. Hence (P @ J-l) @ At N I, @ 
A’-l @ At. Now I,, @ Are1 is extended from R, and rank (I,, @ AT-l) = 
r 3 2 = 1 + dim R. By [16, Theorem 21 or [19, Theorem 1.11, we have 
P @ J-l E I, @ AT-l. Tensor with J, we find P N (I, @ A’-l) @ J z 
ZJ @ Ar-l E ArP @ AT-l. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose 8 E R, then (‘E) E R for any positive integer m. 
Proof. This lemma can be proved by discussing the divisibility properties of 
the denominator and the numerator of (%z). Thanks to the referee who pointed 
out to me that there is a clever proof in [19, p. 1151, namely, by expanding 
(1 + a,x + uax2 + ...)” = 1 + x and solving recursively for a, . 
THEOREM 5.3, Suppose $ E R. Then every finitely generated projective A- 
module P of rank two is isomorphic to A2P @ A. 
Proof. We can assume R is reduced. By Lemma 5.1, we need to show Pit(A) = 
Pit(R) + 2 Pit(A). 
Consider the diagram 
U(R/C) d, Pit(R) A- Pit(R) 
wm ---% Pit(A) 23 Pit(A) 
where 4s is an isomorphism. 
Given any OL E Pit(A), we shall prove u E Im(A) + 2 Pit(A). 
Find /3 E Pit(R) so that e,(B) = +3d&3) = e2+2(@. Find y E U(A/C) so that 
er(r) = 01 - $&?). Find 6 E U(R/C) so that y = S(1 + r) with f E A/C and f 
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has no constant term, hencef is nilpotent. Now (1 + f)1/2 = 1 + Cmzl (lc)fm 
is a finite sum. Let p = (1 + f) lj2, then y = 8p2 with 6 E U(R/C), p E U(x/C). 
Now 01 = 44 + 42(P) = el(G2) + d2b9) = 44 + h(p) + 942G3> = d~~W4 + 
2edB) + C2@) = C2@ + 4(S)) + k(f) E Wd2) + 2 W4 
6. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Combining Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 4.5, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A be a l-dim noetherian ring of finite normalization. Let 
A = R[X, ,..., X,] be the polynomial ring of n variables over R. Then a projective 
A-module of constant rank is isomorphic to a direct sum of a free module and a 
projective A-module of rank one, if $ E R or the rank of the projective module is not 
two. 
7. MORE ON PROJECTIVE MODULES OF RANK Two 
In this section we shall consider what happens if + 4 R and the rank of P 
is two. We shall prove for a class of l-dimensional noetherian rings, that every 
projective module of rank two is isomorphic to a direct sum of a free module and 
a projective module of rank one. 
It is obvious in the proof of Theorem 4.4 that if every element in SL,(A/C) 
can be lifted, then every projective A-module of rank two is decomposable. Thus 
we shall find a class of commutative rings in which the lifting problem is solvable. 
DEFINITION. We say R is unibranched if for any prime ideal ‘$ in R so that 
‘$1 C, there is a unique prime ideal D in R with Q n R = Zp, where i7 is the 
integral closure of R and C is the conductor ideal of R in R. 
LEMMA 7.1. Consider the following two properties, 
(1) a/C = R/C + R/Cc, + .‘. + R/Cc, for some ci E Clj2, the radical 
of C in R. 
(2) For any primes ‘p in R, 8 in R so that Q n R = ‘!&I, we have RIP = 
R/a. 
We assert (1) always implies (2), and when R is unibranched (2) will impb (1) also. 
Remark. (2) is always true when R is a l-dim affine ring over an algebraically 
closed field. 
Proof. Suppose R/C = R/C + R/Cc, + ... + R/Cc, where ci E CrJ2. Given 
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!+3 and Q so that Q n R = ‘$I 3 C, we shall prove R/v = R/Q. From the 
diagram 
WC ----j a/C - Ml 
1 
WV - R/Q - M, 
where Ml = Cokernel of {R/C -+ R/C}, M, = Cokernel of {R&l + H/Q}, n is 
the natural projection, and f is induced by r, we see f is a surjection. Now 
Ml = (0, cl ,..., 4, hence M, = (0, f(cJ,...,f(cJ}. This implies i?/q = 
RI’$ + R/‘@(c,) + -** + W&(c,). H owever, ci E C1lz C 0, hence ?T(c~) E Q 
for all i. Therefore R/Q = RI!@. 
Conversely, assume R is unibranched and R/Cp = R/Q. Let Cl/a = Qr A . . . n 
Q,. , ‘$ = Qi n R 3 C. From the diagram 
where g is isomorphic since R is unibranched, we see that the composite map 
R/C + ir/C -+ i?/CrJs is surjective. Now R = R + Rt, + ... + Rt, , ti E R 
by assumption. For each ti , we can find ai E R so that ai and t, have the same 
image in R/C1/a, i.e., ti - ai = ci E Cl/‘. However, Rt, = R(a, + ci) C R + 
Rci . Hence R = R + Rc, + ... + Rc, with ci E C112. 
hOPOSITION 7.2. Suppose a/C = R/C + R/Cc, + *** + R/Cc, for some 
ci E W2. Then every projective A-module is isomorphic to a direct sum of a free 
module and a projective module of rank one. 
Proof. We need to show that every o E SL,(J/C) can be lifted. 
Suppose a=[::]. Write LY=~~~+(Y~c~+~..+o~~c~. ~=/3s+&+ 
... + B&s, Y = Yo + YOG + ‘-* + ysc, , 6 = So + &cl + Ssc, , where c. E C1J2, 
ai , pi , yi ,2$ E A/C. Let +, = [z PJ. Cl aim ?I E GL,(A/C). In fact, 1 = det(o) = 
016 - /!?y = LY~S~ - poyo + n where n E C112 is nilpotent in J/C. Hence q,So - 
Boy0 = 1 - n E U(J/C) r\ A/C. It follows det(?,) E U(AIC) and hence ?r E 
WA/C). 
Let d = det(+,), and or = b, . [‘/,” t]. Now 
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where n, are nilpotent elements in J/C. Since the matrix [i r$][‘?$ iJ;,] 
goes to the identity matrix when taking modulo the nilradical of A/C, it should 
be in E,(A/C). H ence we obtain u = ~~7s with TV E &5&l/C), ra E E,(A/C). 
Since the map from E,(A) into E,(@Z’) is surjective, we can lift u. 
THEOREM 7.3. Suppose V is a unibranched curve over an algebraically closed 
field, W any cylinder over V. Then any vector bundle of W is isomorphic to a direct 
sum of a trivial bundle and a line bundle. 
Proof. By Lemma 7.1, and Proposition 7.2. 
We shall consider four examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. The curve defined by x3 = Y2 is unibranched, since the 
coordinate ring of this curve is R = K[t2, t3], thus i? = K[t], C = (t2, t3) where 
K is the ground field of this curve. 
EXAMPLE 2. The curve defined by Y2 = X3 + x2 is unibranched, since 
the coordinate ring of this curve is R = K[t2 - 1, t3 - t], thus iii = K[t], 
C=(t2-l,t3-t). 
EXAMPLE 3. We shall give an example R, so that R/5@ # R/Q. Let R = 
K(t)[x, U] where w3 = t. Then i? = K(t)[x, UJ]. The conductor ideal C is 
(w2x2, wx2, x2). The unique prime ideal Q in i? containing C is Q = (x). Now 
‘$3 = Q n R = (x, UJX). R/p = K(t), R/Q = K(t)[w]. 
It is easy to determine the projective modules over A. Note Pit(w) = 
Pic(K(w)[x]) = 0. Note also that lifting an element in SL,(R/C) is equivalent to 
lifting an element in SL2(R/C1/2). H owever, C1j2 = x, R/C1j2 = K(w) C i?. 
Hence the lifting problem of SL2(iT/C112) is trivial. 
EXAMPLE 4. We shall give an example R which is not unibranched. Let 
char K = 2, R = K[a, ab] C K[a, b] with b + b2 + a2 = 0. R = K[a, b], 
the conductor ideal C = (a, ab). ‘$3 = (a, ab) is a prime ideal in R, Q, = (a, b), 
Q2 = (a, b + 1) are prime ideals in i?, Q, n R = Q2 n R = ‘$, R/q = 
R/Q, = R/Q2. 
It is not difficult to determine the projective A-modules in this situation. 
Since C = (a, ab) is a radical ideal in fT = K[a, b], we can apply Proposition 3.2. 
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